
                              notes/journal 

The following slides will be part of our notes and journal 
pages along with a video on our project showing a short 
overview



Design for our horseshoe pond  and drought 
scale 

Please reference the diagram to the left.
There is a water pitcher (mid right of diagram) 
that is pouring water into a funnel that is 
attached to a small flexible pipe which feeds  
into our pond (plastic food storage) . There are 
rocks that fade into deeper water for bathing 
and cooing off. Around the outside of pond 
there are rocks and grass patches that have 
trees scattered around them . 

Both images for the chart (below and to 
the right) this changes weekly so you can 
see the progression with the link below 
are   from www.drought.gov 



Pictures from experiment 



So briefly before I state what I asked I just want to make a quick statement that Jim Roberts is a farrier and he has been an equine specialist 
for over 55 years. He has owned horses and other animals like ponies since he was 10 so he has very good experience. Now onto the 
questions…

Question No.1 : Could horses show signs of colic when dehydrated?

Yes , it could  because colic is an ailment that causes gut pain in horses and so he thinks that it could because the pre-digested food may not 
be moist enough to make a bowel movement. So to sum up his answer yes dehydration in a horse can make a horse show signs of colic. 

Question No.2 :  How large is the average wild horse herd? 

 I’ve seen over 60 different horse herds when I was up north ,but they usually range from 12-40  wild horses  so the average is about 26 
horses. 

 Question No.3 :  How much does a horse drink on average 

Anywhere from 5-10 gal per day.

I did search some of these questions up in google I just wanted to ask an expert to check and compare my answers there were other answers 
and questions but these were the most useful to our benefits.

Interview with Jim Roberts 


